Colonial History Crossword

Down:
1. First Europeans to settle in Mobile
3. Diplomat and linguist who built trading relationships between the French and Native Americans
4. Second Colonial Power to occupy Mobile
5. French Name of Colonial era Fort
8. Third Colonial Power to occupy Mobile
9. Native American Allies of the French
10. Native American Allies of the British
11. Surveyor who charted the border between the U.S. and Spanish Florida
13. Skins of this animal were valuable to Mobile's original French Settlers

Across:
2. First name given to the Island that served as a trade port for the French
6. Second name given to the Island that served as a trade port for the French
7. U.S. General who annexed Mobile into the United States
10. Queen of England, British settlers named the Colonial Fort after her.
12. Spanish name of colonial Era Fort
14. Appointed by the King of France to oversee Lower Louisiana Settlements